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To achieve the proper passband response and to get low return loss you must precisely tune the
frequency of each resonator and precisely set each coupling between the. Keysight no longer sells or
supports these products. Although the 85054 typeN calibration kit can be ordered up to 18 GHz, the
model 85033 SMA calibration kit has a maximum frequency of 12 GHz, so does not extend to the full
frequency range of the 8719 13.5 GHz, 8720 20 GHz, or 8722 40 GHz series instruments. This is the
easiest way, but obviously only works on models that This software, available from the Keysight
website, allows the coefficients to be loaded fairly easily, but there can be some compatibility issues
between the software and some GPIB controllers. This method will be useful if your GPIB controller
and the Cal Kit Manager software will not work together. This method works on any model in this
series and does not require any other software or hardware. However, it is a bit tedious, and easy to
make an error. If you did not request a floppy disk when ordering the kit, or have lost the disk, then
let us know the model and serial number of the kit, and we can send a zipfile with the files that need
to go on the floppy disk. Just unzip the files to a 1.44 MB 3.5 inch floppy disk. Each calibration kit
definitions will have several files with the same prefix, but different suffices. You can use a USB
based floppy disk drive. You can put multiple kits on the same floppy disk. Once completed, you
should ensure the disk is write protected by moving the little tab so daylight can be seen in the hole.
The delay of the thru is defined to be zero. This file includes the delay of the femalefemale thru,
which will be around 41 ps, but is individually measured on each kit. This is quite rare, as new
people use two female cables. This file includes the delay of the malemale thru, which will be around
75 ps, but is individually measured on each
kit.http://ruresept.ru/files/file/camera-manual-canon-eos-rebel-g(1).xml
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This file includes the delay of the femalefemale thru, This is quite rare, as few people use two female
cables. This file includes the delay of the malemale thru, which will be around 130 ps, but is
individually measured on each kit. Pick the one for the kit. The name should be obvious. For
example, for our SMA kit, it will be SMA or KM85033. For the N kit it will be KM85054. For other
kits, the names should be obvious. You can store multiple kits on the same disk. Each entry has
several files, which you can see on a PC, but will not see on a VNA. When the VNA is powered off,
assuming the super capacitor supercap early models or battery later models is ok, the contents of
the user defined calibration kit will be stored. There should be no need to load them again. Note
however that when the instrument is rebooted, either via pressing the PRESET button or by
powering it off, the calibration kit will revert to the default for that instrument. It needs a National
Instruments, HP or Agilent GPIB controller. There are reports this software does not work with
recent National Instruments USB GPIB controllers. The procedure to use is You can either We will
send it by email. Windows based GPIB toolkit has a number of useful features for test equipment.
One is a programBelow are a list of commands which were used to set up a custom calibration
kitThe basic procedure isYou need to read the programming manual. The manual for the VNA needs
to be consulated carefully, but an outline of the procedure is That is much easier than trying to
define the kit from scratch. By redefining a suitable calibration kit, you can avoid having to worry
about CLASS ASSIGMNMENTS, and only concern yourself with changing the standard definitions.
So an outline of the procedure is as follows. These photographs were taken from an HP 8720D VNA
with 7.74 firmware, but an 8753ES with the same firmware versions shows almost identical
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behaviour.http://flatfeecanada.com/userfiles/camera-manual-exposure-settings.xml

Different VNAs and different firmware versions might change the menu structure a little, but this
should indicate the process. In order of complexity, from the simplest to the most complicated, we
have The shorts and loads only have a subset of the parameters of the opens. When the instrument is
preset, the default calibration kit for the instrument will be loaded. The default calibration kit for
that instrument which might be something likeYou should see the normal calibration screen. One
part of the screen should show the currently loaded calibration kit, which, as stated above, will be
the default kit. One, the default kit, in this example an 85052 series kit, will be underlined, as shown.
Do not use the 85032F kit if it is in the firmware. Even though the 85032F is is an N kit, it is not a
good choice to modify for our purposes, even The reason for this is the 85032F has the same
coefficients for the This is an easy mistake to make. People want to modify. That would be bad news.
The actual standards are as follows, and must remain as follows But we will not do that now, but
check if you wish.So in this tutorial we will modify the parameters of the female open. Once you
know how to modify an open standard, modifying the parameters of any other standard, such as a
short, load or thru, will be relatively easy. That will really mess things up.In this case C0 is seen to
be 104.13.You should see the value of C0 change from 104.13 to 53.004. Next we will specify the
offset parameters. These same parameters are used on the load, thru and short too. Next we will
modify some of the offset parameters. Note the units are seconds and not ps, as one might like. So
All other offset parameters need to be set. The We suggest the following names, to be consistent
with. Kirkby Microwave.

The delay of the femalefemale thru needs to be taken into account when This value would be
typically 41 ps, which should be set in the This is a pretty unlikely case, but would be needed if the
DUT had two male connectors. We cant think of any DUT like that. The typical delay of the malemale
thruRegistered office Stokes Hall Lodge, Burnham Rd, Althorne, Essex, CM3 6DT. Three known
calibration standards must be measured, such as a Short, Open, and a Load the load value is usually
the same as the characteristic impedance of the test system, generally either 50 or 75 ohm. Oneport
calibration makes it possible to derive the DUTs actual reflection Sparameters. When performing a
SOL, SOLT, or SSLT waveguide calibration the impedance standard is the Load. At frequencies
above 2 GHz 4 GHz for 2.4mm sliding loads are more accurate impedance standards. Therefore
Sliding Loads will provide a better calibration at higher frequencies. Reduced directivity
errorTraditional full twoport calibrations utilize three impedance standards and one transmission
standard to define the calibrated reference plane. These standards, typically a Short, Open, Load,
and Thru, make up the SOLT calibration kit. The most common Thru used is the test ports connected
directly together. Other variations of TRL are LineReflectLine LRL, LRM based on LineReflectMatch
load calibration standards or Thru ReflectMatch TRM calibration standards. In noncoaxial
applications such as waveguide, TRL usually achieves better source match and load match
corrections than SOLT. While not as commonly used, coaxial TRL can also provide more accuracy
than SOLT, but only if veryhigh quality coaxial transmission lines such as beadless airlines are used.
This issue appears to have been resolved in the 1.225.1983.0 antivirus definition update. See its
User Guide for more information.See its User Guide for more information.
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It can also be used to select By default, the Toolkit expects to find a National Instruments device
Editing the file also gives you access to additional options for troubleshooting and optimization. See
the Each Toolkit application will configure the Prologix adapters Renamed 8753.EXE to VNA.EXE to
reflect support for multiple instrumentsPrevious versions left S22 active.Only linear sweeps are
supported on 8510 models.It requests one or more traces from any spectrum analyzer supported by
SSM,Traces are acquired based on the currentHowever, SATRACE does provide These options are
shown below.For more information on direct connectivity to Ethernet devices, search the FAQ for
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FieldFox.Output signals are then verified by anNotesExample to test HP 8663A at address 19 with
analyzer at address 18, using 15 feet of LMR400 cable 1.0 dB loss with N connectors 0.15 dB eachIn
most cases you can obtain usage notes by runningLike the HP counter This printer should Other
printers can be used by 7470.EXE, but Note that even LaserJets dont support some HPGL features,
like UC User Character opcodes. If your instrument relies on these, youll need to use 7470.EXE to
render its plots and print them as fixedresolution bitmaps.They may beThis should work with most
TDS models tested on TDS 694C.This program performs basic thirdorder intermodulation distortion
These subdirectories contain a variety of.PNP,.PLT, and.S2P files that can be loaded and displayed
by the. PN, 7470, and TCHECK applications respectively.Melvins utility may be helpful if you have
difficulty using the newer VNA.EXE application described above.SSM can do this as well as of
release 1.49, but Bertrands app has the advantage of being compatible with any platform that
supports Python. To participate you need to register. Registration is free. Click here to register now.
For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. It may not
display this or other websites correctly.
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You should upgrade or use an alternative browser. I have the GPIB interface and I dont have time to
write something under Labview. I have tried intuilink V1.2 and it doesnt work. Could anybody help
me Thank Greg They have virtual instruments via GPIB and readytouse drivers for HP8720 VNA. It
will be a matter of 10minutes to acquire your data even with no prior knowledge of the VEE
environment mogwai. Are you sure the problem is with intuilink. If you have NISpy, you can
monitoring the GPIB if data flow exist. In any case, you should check the 8720 GPIB settings.
Perhaps its the problem. Thank Greg Perhaps its the problem! Thank GregMy setting is NOT pass
trough and NOT System controller. Ive left the recomended GPIB address for VNAs 26 I hope that it
will be ok. Can you tell me your version of Intuilink. Thank GREG The leds on VNA blinks. 2 Then
ckick on connect 3 Manually, i setup the wanted display format i.e. smithchart if i want s11 4
Intuilink v.1.3 can download the 4 spar at time only for 87xxE; but in conjunction with the 8722D
that i have, only 2 spar i.e. s11 and s22 may by donwloaded at time. P.S. Have you checked if others
System Controller other than the PC are alive on your IEEE488 bus. Only one the PC is permitted. I
have 8722D and its limitate to only 2 spar at time. Apparently only 872xE has full support.
Alternatively there are almost 2 commercial solutions.For the graph part, the only thing I can
suggest is to get a Digital Camera and take a picture. Its not sophisticated but its easy. Cheers It
work fine and the price is not expensive. I think that it is a solution for the old VNA You can
download the eval version directly at Regards Greg By continuing to use this site, you are consenting
to our use of cookies. Checking your browser before accessing This process is automatic. Your
browser will redirect to your requested content shortly. Something went wrong. View cart for
details. All Rights Reserved.
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User Agreement, Privacy, Cookies and AdChoice Norton Secured powered by Verisign. This
represents a softkey, a key whose label is determined by the instrument firmware. Computer Font
This represents text displayed on the instruments screen, text on a computer display, or a
programming command. Front Panel Key SOFTKEYii Documentation Map The Installation and Quick
Start Guide provides procedures for installing, configuring, and verifying the operation of the
analyzer. It also will help you familiarize yourself with the basic operation of the analyzer. The Users
Guide shows how to make measurements, explains commonlyused features, and tells you how to get
the most performance from your analyzer. The Reference Guide provides reference information,
such as specifications, menu maps, and key definitions. The Programmers Guide provides general
GPIB programming information, a command reference, and example programs. The Programmers
Guide contains a CDROM with example programs. The CDROM provides the Installation and Quick
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Start Guide, the Users Guide, the Reference Guide, and the Programmers Guide in PDF format for
viewing or printing from a PC. The Service Guide provides information on calibrating,
troubleshooting, and servicing your analyzer. The Service Guide is not part of a standard shipment
and is available only as Option 0BW. A CDROM with the Service Guide in PDF format is included for
viewing or printing from a PC. Eskdale Road, Winnersh Triangle Wokingham, Berkshire RG41 5DZ
England 44 118 9696622 ivand Service Offices INTERCON FIELD OPERATIONS
HeadquartersAgilent Technologies Company 3495 Deer Creek Rd. The 8722ES includes an
integrated synthesized source, test set and tuned receiver. The builtin Sparameter test set provides
a full range of magnitude and phase measurements in both the forward and reverse directions.
Builtin vector accuracy enhancement techniques include full twoport, adapterremoval, and optional
TRL calibration.

This item may be a floor model or store return that has been used. See the seller’s listing for full
details and description of any imperfections. Michael Wollensack. October 2015. ContentsThe
following list describes the minimum software and hardware requirementsThe following steps
describe the installation of METAS VNA Tools II.After the installation, one can start METAS VNA
Tools II by doubleclickingMETAS VNA Tools II is a software which is designed to compute
uncertaintiesQSOLT, Unknown Thru, TRL, Juroshek, LHKM and Optimization.The graphical user
interface is split up into two parts, see Figure 1. The navigation bar is in the upper part of the screen
and below is the tabular control. Figure 1 METAS VNA Tools IIThe following user controls are
available in the navigation bar. Global Root Path sets the root directory for all tabular pages. New
Project creates a new project, see section 2.1.1. Browse selects a root directory. Options sets the
METAS VNA Tools II options, see section 2.1.2.About shows the about box.The dialog called New
Project can be used to create a new project, see FigureProject Name specifies a name for the new
project. A new directory will beProject Location sets the root directory for the new project. VNA
Device selects a VNA device. Cable selects a cable from the database. Connector selects a connector
from the database. Calibration Template selects a template for the calibration configurationThe
options dialog can be used to configure the options of METAS VNA Tools. II, see Figure 3. The
following user controls are available. Default Root Path sets the root directory. Default Root Path
Database sets the root directory for the database. Single Instance limits the METAS VNA Tools II
application to one instance. Drift Model specifies the used drift model. One can chose the Correlated
or. Uncorrelated model default Correlated. The drift model which is uncorrelated is obsolete and
was used in older versions of METAS VNA Tools. II before V0.9.

The new drift model correlated uses the time stampThe following tabular pages are
availableMeasurement Journal is used to collect measurement data and to protocol. Calibration
Config configures a VNA calibration and computes the error. Sliding Load configures and computes
the circle fit of a sliding load shortcut. Agilent Model Fit computes the Agilent model parameters for
a calibrationThe Data Explorer tabular page is designed to visualize Sparameter files. TheThe file
explorer is on the leftTable 1 shows the supported file types. SParameter Data files can only contain.
Table 1 File types. Description. SParameter Data Binary. SParameter Data Xml. SParameter Data
Covariance Text. SParameter Data Touchstone. VNA Calibration Data Binary. VNA Data Binary. VNA
Data Xml. VNA Data CITI. ExtensionSparameter data. In contrast VNA Data files can contain
receiver values andThe following user controls are available. Freq List Browse can be used to select
a frequency list file. All selected filesFreq List On turns frequency list interpolation on or off default
Off. Tree View can be used to select one or multiple files. Additional files can beThe content menu of
the File Explorer provides some tools for post processingShow in Windows Explorer shows a file or
directory in the Windows Explorer. Set as Root Path sets the current directory as root path. New
Folder creates a new folder in the current directory.Save Data As. saves the current file in another
file. Supported file formats. Change Port Assignment changes the port assignment. Change Port Zr
changes the reference impedance to a specified complex valueMath provides the following math



tools. Subtract 1st 2nd subtracts N port 2 from N port 1. Subtract 2nd 1st subtracts N port 1 from N
port 2. Multiply 1st x 2nd multiplies N port 1 with N port 2. Cascade provides the following cascade
tools.

Cascade 1st and 2nd cascades 2N port 1 with N port 2 or cascadesCascade 2nd and 1st cascades 2N
port 2 with N port 1 or cascadesCascade inv1st and 2nd cascades inverted 2N port 1 with N
portCascade inv2nd and 1st cascades inverted 2N port 2 with N portCascade 1st and inv2nd
cascades N port 1 with inverted 2N portCascade 2nd and inv1st cascades N port 2 with inverted 2N
portMerge lower and upper merges two data sets at a given frequency point. Mean Data Set
computes the mean of a data set. Circle Fit Data Set computes the circle fit of a data set. Properties
shows the file or directory properties.The Data Explorer supports different view modes. Graph
shows a graphical visualization of multiple files. Table shows a tabular visualization of a single file.
Point shows an uncertainty budget for one frequency point and one parameterCovariance shows a
covariance matrix for a single frequency point or a singleInfo shows file information including MD5
checksum of multiple files.The graph tab supports multiple selected files, see Figure 4. The following
userSetUp sets up the plots default Sx,x Ports 1, 2. Time Domain default None. Format sets the data
format to Real Imag, Mag Phase, Real, Imag, Mag, PhaseFreq log sets the frequency axis to linear or
logarithmic default Freq lin. Mag format sets the magnitude format to Mag lin reflection and
transmissionPhase Delay or Group Delay default Phase 180. Unc sets the uncertainty mode to None,
Standard or U95 default None. Interaction Mode sets interaction mode to None, Zoom or Pan
default. None. Fixed Scale activates or deactivates automatically scaling of the x and yaxis. Cursor
shows or hides one or two cursors. Norm normalizes all traces to one selected trace or to the mean
value of allIn the neighboring control one can select if normalization is with respect to value or value
and uncertainty.

Normalizing toThe resultingNormalizing to valueThe resulting uncertainties are different from the
previous case becauseFont specifies the font for the current plots. Save Image saves the current
plots to a bitmap file. Supported file formatsCopy Image copies the current plots to the clipboard.
Table 2 shows the different colors for each trace and its associated uncertaintyTable 2 Trace Colors.
TraceUnc. ColorTable. The first of the selected files will be shown in the table view, see Figure 5.
TheTime Domain default None.Phase. Mag format sets the magnitude format to Mag lin reflection
and transmissionPhase format sets the phase format to Phase 180, Phase 360, Phase Unwrap. Phase
Delay or Group Delay default Phase 180. Freq sets the frequency format to Hz, kHz, MHz or GHz
default MHz. Numeric Format sets the numeric format default f3. Save Data saves the current data
in a file. Save Table saves the current formatted data in a file. Copy Table copies the current
formatted data to the clipboard. One can select one or more rows of the table and copy the data to
the clipboardCTRLA selects all data.The first of the selected files will be shown in the point view.
One can selectFreq selects a frequency point for the uncertainty budget default None. Time selects a
time point for the uncertainty budget default None. OnlyFirst selects the first frequency or time
point. Last selects the last frequency or time point. Parameter selects a parameter for the
uncertainty budget default None. Format sets the format to Real, Imag, Mag, Mag log, Phase, Phase
360, Phase. Unwrap, Phase Delay or Group Delay default Mag. Id shows or hides the uncertainty
input ids default Hide. Flat shows a flat or tree uncertainty budget default Tree. Expand All expands
all tree nodes. Collapse All collapses all tree nodes. Sort sets the sort order to Description or
Uncertainty default Description. Copy copies the uncertainty budget to the clipboard.Value indicates
the value.

Unc Budget shows a tabular visualization of the uncertainty budget.The first of the selected files will
be shown in the covariance view. There are twoEither one can select a single frequency point
andFreq selects a frequency point or all frequency points for the covariance viewAll selects all
frequency points. First selects the first frequency point. Last selects the last frequency point.



Parameter selects a parameter for the covariance view default None. Format sets the format to Real,
Imag, Mag or Phase default Mag.Numeric Format sets the numeric format default e3. Color shows
or hides the graphical representation of the correlation matrixSave Table saves the current
formatted covariance in a file. Supported file. Copy Table copies the current formatted covariance to
the clipboard as text. Save Image saves the current covariance to a bitmap file. Supported file
formats are BMP, JPG and PNG. Copy Image copies the current covariance to the clipboard as
bitmap.The info tab supports multiple selected files. One can obtain information aboutSee Figure 8.
The following user controls areSize shows or hides the file sizes default Show. Data modified shows
or hides the file dates default Hide. Save Table saves the current information in a file. Supported file
formats are. Copy Table copies the current information to the clipboard.The same equations are
used in Graph, Table and Point tab for data conversionVNA Data Explorer. Variable x is the input
quantity, y is the converted ouptut. Zr is the reference impedance and Yr is the reference
admittance. Index i is theTable 4 shows. Table 3 Conversions. Conversion. None. Impedance.
AdmittanceEquation. ZrVariable y is the converted input from. Table 3 and z is the formatted output.
Table 4 Formats. Format. Real. Imag. Mag. Mag log. Phase. Phase 360. Phase Unwrap. Phase Delay.
Group Delay. Equation.
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